
Indigo Class                                                         Curriculum Plan- Spring Half term 4                                                                                

Science  
The Human Body  

(Puberty and my changing body) 

Maths 
 

Independence and work skills  
Personal safety and dealing with emergencies  

  
 

 To identify our body parts. 

 Understand how male and female 
bodies are different. 

 Identify how our body changes when 
we become a teenager. 

 How we look after ourselves and the 
importance of personal hygiene.   

 Doubling and halving numbers  
 Measure and weight  
 Creating tables and graphs  
 Sequencing and ordering numbers 
 Capacity   

 To identify what is in a first aid box and what they are used for. 

 Learn simple first aid for situations such as cuts, burns.  

 What to do/ how to get help in an emergency 

 Carry out role play activity to phone 999.  

 Watch video clips of different scenarios and discuss what you could do 
to help.  
 
 
 
 

Key Stage 4- Indigo Class Spring Half term 4 
Technology  

Fashion and Jewellery  
 

Physical Education and Development 
Judo, Gym, Daily mile 

Literacy  
Weekly News   

Vocational Studies  
Understanding Work  

  

 To design and make jewellery from around the 
world 

 Research fashion through the decades. 

 Use a variety of materials to re-create jewellery and 
clothing  

 Perform fashion show to show items made. 

 Work together appropriately to make a jewellery of 
clothing item.  

Swimming-  

 To visit the pool at Hebburn Hub/ Haven 
Point  

 Follow instructions in and out of the pool. 

 Complete an exercise journal and comment 
on went well/what can be improved. 

Judo 

 To take part in a variety of different 
exercises/holds/throws using different parts 
of the body. 

 To follow instructions and move around the 
mats appropriately.  

 To shower independently afterwards  

 

 To recall weekend events 
through speech, signs or 
symbols. 

 HA pupils to write news in full 
sentences using correct 
punctuation 

 LA pupils to identify correct 
symbols from a choice to 
complete a sentence. 

 Some pupils will 
copy/overwrite letters using 
correct formation.  
 
 
 
 

 

 Visit work placement every 
Wednesday 

 Develop speaking and 
listening skills 

 Complete weekly progress 
sheets and give information 
of what has happened. 

 Meet targets set for each 
work placement  
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